
 Cyanotype Printing 
Important ! As with other alternative photographic processes, the most common 
and extreme cause of health problems occurs in situations where artists have 
inadvertently consumed chemicals while drinking, eating or smoking and for this 
reason it is recommended that all of these are totally banned whilst you are 
making prints using any kind of chemical solutions. To minimise this potential it 
is crucial to wash your hands with soap after you have been working with any 
kind of alternative photographic processes. 

Process :Cyanotypes are photographs not dyes. Keep in mind that whatever is 
covered on the sensitised paper does not receive exposure to UV light will remain 
the colour of the fabric or paper after exposure and rinsing with water. Only the 
uncovered areas will receive the UV light and will turn blue after exposure and 
rinsing with water. The more opaque the object is - the better it will block the UV 
light exposure and a very transparent object will allow some UV light through 
and will allow the material to slightly expose creating a lighter blue. 

Coating: Coating the surface with the Cyanotype solution should always be done 
in a low light environment, as the solution is sensitive to light. The most 
important thing is to apply an even coat of the Cyanotype solution, make sure 
there are no puddles. You can use a brush or a sponge brush, depending on the 
‘look’ you are after, a brush will give you a more ‘painterly’ look, a sponge brush 
a more ‘tight’ look. You can coat your paper twice if you are after a more dense 
looking blue, before applying the second coat make sure the first coat is bone dry. 
You also need to double your exposure time in the sun. 

Drying: Dry your coated paper or cloth in a dark or low light place, depending on 
the temperature and humidity this will take about half an hour. You can use a 
blow dryer to speed up the process, make sure you apply the heat to the back of 
the paper not directly onto the coated surface. 

Exposure : Place your objects that you want to print onto the prepared paper 
(make sure the solution is 100% dry) again do this a low light environment. 
Exposure times will vary on what time of day it is, if it is cloudy and what time of 
year. You can always prepare a few test prints to determine the exposure time. In 
full sun your exposure will be around 7 minutes. You will see the solution change 



colour as the exposure is in progress, it will go from a yellow green, to a darker 
green. Once the print starts to look a dark grey silvery look it is time to develop. 

Development : Place the exposed piece of paper or material face up into a tray of 
tap water, move the tray gently. You will see a the yellow/green solution washing 
off. Once your whites are white (not yellowy green) your print can be taken out 
of the water to dry. For a quick cyanotype fix place the print into a tray with tap 
water and a cap full of hydrogen peroxide to get the instant dark blue look, which 
will happen without this step but it will take a few hours. 

Toning your prints : If you get tired of blue, you can transform your prints into 
shades of brown. You need 3 tray to do this. Tray 1 contains water with a handful 
of washing soda. Tray 2 contains plain water. Tray 3 contains a brew of tea (green 
tea, black tea) or coffee, the stronger the brew the darker brown your print will 
become. The brew needs to contain Tannic Acid which is found in coffee and tea, 
you can also buy tannic acid in powder form in home brew shops. The steps: 

 1. Always best to use a test print first, so you know what the ‘look’ will be 
like. Place your print into the tray 1 with washing soda, you will see the 
print changing colour from blue to a pale yellow.  

 2. Once your print is a pale yellow place the print in tray 2 to stop the 
bleaching process, rinse for a minute or so.  

 3. Place the print in tray 3 and leave it in the brew till the desired colour 
brown appears, the longer you leave it, the darker the print.  

Paper types and the Cyanotype process. Each paper has its own ‘look’ , if you 
want a textured paper buy cold pressed paper if you want a smooth paper buy hot 
pressed paper (works well with printing negatives). Read about different papers 
below. 

Paper types: There are many different types of paper that work well with the 
Cyanotype process. Below you will find a number of paper tests done by some 
friendly people in



 

 
   

Links 

The best site for all things to do with Alternative Photography: 

http://www.alternativephotography.com/ 

Meghann Riepenhoff- American artist that uses extreme Cyanotyping. 

http://meghannriepenhoff.com/ 

A link to the first photographic book made by Anna Atkins. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/cyanotypes-of-british-algae-by-anna-
atkins-1843/ 

Check in with me on Facebook or Instagram: 

https://www.facebook.com/cyanotyping/ 

https://www.instagram.com/rai_deweerdt/?hl=en 

For more information and links have a look at my website Art of Blue. 

http://www.artofblue.net 


